
LOVO 
TEATRO LAFAUNA 

https://vimeo.com/teatrolafauna/lovo-teaser 

/ Live-Cinema, puppets and three people 
/ 45 minutes 

/ All audiences, 7 years and over 

https://vimeo.com/teatrolafauna/lovo-teaser


'LOVO' places a view on the conservation and protection of biodiversity, analyzing the process 
of disappearance of an animal species as if it were the extinction of a love. 
It proposes a vision on the consequences of the destruction that the human being generates in 
the Nature, the changes that take place in the habitats that it shares with other animals and that 
also demonstrate the vulnerability and fragility of the human life. 
We dive into the bowels of another living being as if we were doing it in his own soul, in a 
biography, or in the deepest and darkest of the heart. 

SYNOPSIS  
Three documentary filmmakers on stage tell how they found poisoned the last wolf in Sierra 
Morena. The animal will wage a battle inside: a toxic that spreads through the body. 

'LOVO' is also a story of microscopic and cellular love, a flight without return which threatens the 
survival of the animal. Another endangered species on the verge of extinction that faces our 
responsibility within the ecosystem that shelters us. Can love reverse the fatal fate that threatens 
the characters? How would the habitat itself react to an annihilating threat? 



DISTRIBUTION / 
Idea and direction: Carlos Cazalilla 
Performers-puppeteers: Vera González, Esther D'Andrea y Carlos Cazalilla 
Lighting: Teatro Lafauna 
Sound design: Teatro Lafauna 
Stage design, puppets and video: Carlos Cazalilla 
Outside perspective: Marianne Hansé 
Production: Javier Chávez (IFO Asbl) 
Video promotion: Raquel A Palero (i.Tek.es) 

With the support of: 
Comunidad de Madrid / INAEM Instituto Nacional de las Artes escénicas y de la Música / Centre de la 
Marionnette de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles / Embajada de España en el Reino de Bélgica / 
AVIAMA Association Internationale des Villes Amies de la Marionnette / TOPIC Centro Internacional del 
Títere de Tolosa / IFO Asbl / Festival Pendientes de un hilo / La Tartana Teatro 

+INFO: https://lafauna.es 

https://lafauna.es/


ECOLOGISM  
/ The last wolf of Sierra Morena 
 

Batida contra el lobo en Hoyos del Espino (Ávila).1958 

 

Félix Rodríguez de la Fuente junto al lobo ibérico 

For centuries, man has maintained a cruel 
battle against the wolf for the territory that 
both have inhabited and has stigmatized 
the animal, creating around it a 
mythologized story about its 'evil'. Legends, 
stories, narratives have been generated in 
which the wolf is always shown as an evil 
and infernal character. On the other hand, 
the problems with livestock and the 
succulent hunting business have not helped 
much in the conservation policies of the 
species, which has gradually decreased the 
number of specimens, breaking up the 
herds and leaving almost on the verge of 
extinction some canid subspecies This is 
what happened in the 1970s, when the 
Iberian wolf (Canis Lupus Signatus) was on 
the verge of disappearing due to the 
persecution to which it was subjected.  

The informative work and communicative 
capacity of Félix Rodríguez de la Fuente 
meant a change of prism in the society of 
those years, and not only disarmed the idea 
of the wolf as the enemy of man but also 
promoted an awareness of environmental 
defense and conservation. 

Every year the number of extinct species on the planet increases, either due to directly from 
man, as has happened, for example, with the hunting of some large mammals, or due to the 
repercussions associated with climate change and pollution. 

In our history we place the human being as responsible for a gradual process of destruction of 
the ecosystem behaving like a virus that threatens its own existence. We use as a metaphor for 
this annihilating process, the journey of a toxic microorganism through the interior of the 
animal's body. 



CONSTRUCTION OF THE STORY 
We articulate our story around two narrative lines that correspond to two different but 
influential planes of representation: the microscopic universe and the real human scale. 

The structure is made up of layers that incorporate a double look at the global story. What 
happens on the microscopic scale interferes with the future of the real scale and vice versa: 
An outer layer (epidermis) that corresponds to a natural scale where we witness the survival of 
the last wolf of Sierra Morena; and an inner layer (hypodermis) that shows the microscopic 
scale where Lovo's story happens and is manipulated. In this way we establish two overlapping 
planes that will influence each other. Lovo's story of love and flight will affect the future and the 
health of the wolf. 
 

Live-Cinema 
To develop the story of the microscopic universe we use live video techniques and projections 
in real time. This technique, known as Live-Cinema, allows us to introduce a cinematographic 
language applied to a small scale articulated around small puppets and objects. 

The viewer accompanies the manipulator in the process of building the story, discovering the 
'way of doing' a scene and the 'trick' behind which a shot or an animated sequence is built. 
The Live-Cinema will serve in our story to dive inside the animal and accompany the characters 
on their escape journey, thus going through various miniature scenarios. 

 



Meetings with the public, educational material and workshops. 

The presentation of the show in public may be accompanied by various activities that bring the 
relationship between the play and the theater company closer to the spectator in another way: 

• Meetings with the public. We establish a more direct dialogue with the audience, 
collecting impressions about the work and discussing some aspects that appear in it. We 
answer doubts and questions that usually arise in children and also in adults, related to the 
work itself, about the techniques used or about the theater company. 

• Pedagogical material. PAppropriate dossier for teachers and students that allows them to 
investigate more about some of the topics addressed in the work: environment and 
biodiversity, extinction of species and pollution, scientific and naturalist communicators, the 
interior of living beings and their functioning. We also incorporate explanations and 
resources on some of the techniques used in the show and related to audiovisual 
production, puppets and manipulation. This educational material will be oriented especially 
to the diffusion in school functions so that the teacher can take advantage of it with his 
students before and after attending the show. 

• Workshops. Attendees will investigate and discover the techniques used in the work related 
to Live-Cinema and audiovisual narrative. The workshop will be oriented specifically 
according to the age range of the attendees. The ideal participant will be children and 
adolescents (from 7 to 18 years old). The workshop will be mainly practical although with 
some time devoted to audiovisual theory and technique. Experimentation and group work 
will be the main driving force behind the development of the workshop. 

 



/ Teatro Lafauna 
Teatro Lafauna was born in 2013 as a project directed by Carlos Cazalilla. 
The interest in puppet research and the different languages of the live arts are the creative 
motor that drives this theatrical project. The richness in the diversity of the visual and plastic 
codes, the study of the puppet's movement, the composition of the dramaturgy, the design of 
the sound space are the elements with which the company tries to immerse the spectator in an 
intense scenic experience. 

Carlos Cazalilla / Director de Teatro Lafauna. 

He comes from the world of Fine Arts, he has a degree in Sculpture and 
in recent years he has directed his study to the expressive language of 
puppets, both in the process of construction with different materials and 
techniques, and in the investigation of movement, as well as other scenic 
aspects such as lighting or audiovisual production. He has incorporated 
into his conception of object and puppet theater the influence of 
important stage directors and artists from whom he has received specific 
training, such as Matej Forman (Forman Brothers), Duda Paiva, Natacha 
Belova, Gavin Glover, Stephen Mottram or Xavi Bobès among others. 

Since 2006 he has been part of La Tartana Teatro, as a manipulator/actor 
he has participated in the company's latest productions that have been 
shown at various festivals and theaters. In 2013 he created his own 
project under the name of Teatro Lafauna, whose show 'De las manos' 
has been presented at various festivals, theaters and halls on the national 
and international scene. 

LOVO is created to be represented in an 
interior space, but if you manage, organize 
or program a singular space such as a forest, 
a jungle or a garden, we can study how to 
adapt our technical needs outdoors. 



Vera González / Directora artística de La Société de la Mouffette. 

http://lasocietedelamouffette.blogspot.com 
Puppeteer, actress, plastic creator, writer, her conception of theater is 
based on the Lecoq technique, training that she will receive from Mar 
Navarro, discovering at the same time the 'character container' and stage 
presence, together with Arnold Taraborrelli. This entire stage of curiosity 
about the expressive resources of the body continues, thus participating 
in a research process that will last for a year and a half on Chekhov's 
psycho-physical training techniques and Fedora Aberastury's conscious 
system. 
His passion for the world of puppetry appears almost by chance when he 
contacts the company Roman&Cía. It is with them that he will undertake a 
meticulous training, focusing on the materials, the forms, the capacities of 
each doll as a consequence of its idiosyncrasy, and touching on different 
theatrical and television techniques. All this knowledge matures in 
different theater shows ('Los Viajes de Maya y Gallardo' by Kubik 
Producciones, 'Paella' by Muñecos Animated ), in advertising spots and in 
the filming of series and television programs with muppets (Los Patata, 7 
Pets, Babaclub, El Conciertazo, El club del Pizzicato) and cinema; resulting 
in a manipulation of high technical value, in search of organic movement, 
creative and emotionally full of nuances. His experience as a ring assistant 
at the Teatro Circo Price during several of his projects, discovers the 
circus and the enjoyment of feeling the timing of the show, the collective 
rigor (perhaps small reminiscences of choir work); elements that will be 
repeated during her foray into the 'lyrical stage', participating as a doll 
manipulator and actress at the Teatro Regio in Torino (Italy), the 
Maestranza in Seville or the Opéra Royal in Liège (Belgium). 

Esther D'Andrea / Actriz y manipuladora de marionetas. 
 

Of Franco-Spanish nationality, he began his acting career at the Teatro La 
Espada de Madera, combining it with studies in English Philology at the 
Autonomous University of Madrid and Royal Holloway University of 
London. Graduated from the School of Physical Theater of María del Mar 
Navarro and Andrés Hernández. Along with Román&Cía, she trained as a 
manipulator of puppets and dolls for television, working on TVE's El 
conciertazo and El Club del Pizzicato, Los Patata, 7 Pets and Babaclub for 
Canal9. He later collaborated with TheRootPuppets in El Intermedio de la 
Sexta and in the Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias. Trained in lyrical 
singing with the soprano Laura Muñoz, and member of the Per Musicam 
Chamber Choir. She collaborates in the creation of the Kubik Fabrik 
scenic space, and participates as a technician and director in the 
productions Metro Cúbico, El Gran Atasco, Büro and Cazadores de thé. 
She is a playwright and lyricist for the musical with dolls Los Viajes de 
Maya and Gallardo by Kubik Fabrik Producciones. 

http://lasocietedelamouffette.blogspot.com/
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Workshop with LIVE-CINEMA 
Create, experiment, explore, improvise, show, enjoy 

 

Ages:  
from 7 to 12 

from 12 to 18 

/ 16 participants 
/ 4 scenarios 

/ 2 hours 

Live-cinema is a real-time audiovisual creation 
technique. 
We capture with video cameras and project 
on a screen everything that happens live on a 
small miniature stage. In this way, we use the 
language of cinematography to develop the 
stage story, manipulating the video cameras, 
the miniature characters, other objects and 
the lighting. Sound can also be a 
fundamental element in telling our story: the 
voice, a musical instrument, the sound of an 
object, music… 

But Live-cinema can also have its own 
narrative language. 

We will work in small groups of 3 or 4 
participants. Each group will be able to 
experiment with a scenographic set made up 
of a model-stage, miniatures and objects, a 
video camera and lights. We will be testing 
character manipulation, camera panning, 
lighting effects, and sound effects as well. 

Our scenographic sets will be designed 
around the animal world and its relationship 
with the human being. 



We will develop the workshop in the following phases: 

• INTRODUCTION. (15 min) Basic concepts on Live-Cinema. Triggers for an audiovisual 
dramaturgy: Relationship between human beings and their habitat. What would 
happen if...? 

• BUILD UP. (30 min) We will design our stage with models, miniature animals, rod collage 
silhouettes and other objects. 

• TO EXPLORE. (50 min) We will improvise and experiment with the elements of the scene: the 
movements and camera shots / the game with the different light sources / the 
manipulation of miniatures and objects / the interaction with the manipulators 
and the rest of the scene / focus and scale / the soundscape. 

• SHOW. (20 min) Live session of the work of all the groups as a collective story. 

 



Materials:  AUDIO 
- computer 
- soundboard 
- MIDI keyboard 
- microphones 
- sound instruments and objects 
- cables 

VIDEO 
- camcorders (x4) 
- video projectors (x4) 
- video mixer 
- tripods 
- more cables 

SCENOGRAPHY 
- flashlights, led lamps, color filters 
- animal miniatures 
- mockups 
- magazines, cutouts and silhouettes, modeling clay 
- cardboard, cardboard, rods and fixing materials 
- other objects 

 

Teatro Lafauna / www.lafauna.es / teatro@lafauna.es / +34 676929519

http://www.lafauna.es
mailto:teatro@lafauna.es

